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Wizz Air is fastest-growing (U)LCC in
S19; Luton and Vienna see big growth
According to analysis by The ANKER Report of FlightGlobal
schedules data for S19, Wizz Air (IATA codes W6 and W9) is
planning to grow its seat capacity by at least 17% this summer.
This compares extremely favourably with the growth rates of
its pan-European (U)LCC rivals Ryanair (+6%), Vueling (+6%),
easyJet (+5%), Norwegian (-3%) and Eurowings (-3%).

while Bodø (from Gdansk), Bremen (from Gdansk, Kiev IEV and
Skopje), Castellon (from Bucharest, Budapest and Katowice),
Krakow (12 routes from a new base starting in May), Marrakech
(from Warsaw WAW) and Oslo OSL (from Budapest, Gdansk,
Krakow and London LTN) have been added.

Last year Wizz Air carried 33.81 million passengers, 20% more
than in 2017, and its fleet currently comprises 108 aircraft (71
A320s and 37 A321s) according to planespotters.net, with an
estimated average age of around five years. Of those, 18 were
delivered in 2018 and two have already been delivered in 2019.

Last summer saw the addition of six airports to the airline’s
network of which Athens and Wizz Air had by far the most
flights. Wizz Air’s Vienna base opened in late April, with major
expansion taking place in November. Athens, although not a
base, welcomed nine Wizz Air routes last summer.

Launched in May 2004 as a direct result of several Central
European countries joining the European Union (and thus being
obliged to have open-skies agreements with the rest of the EU)
the airline’s first operational base was Katowice in Poland (on
19 May), just beating Budapest (24 June) and Warsaw WAW (10
August). Hungarian József Váradi has been its CEO since launch.

Other airports that were new for S18 were Targu Mures in
Romania (previously served until major airport rebuilding work
closed the airport for almost two years), Kharkiv in Ukraine
(launched from five bases), Tallinn in Estonia (served from
London LTN and Kiev IEV) and Tromsø in Norway (flights from
Gdansk actually began in December 2017).

Athens and Vienna biggest new airports added in 2018

Welcome

In this issue we take a closer look at
Wizz Air, the fastest-growing (U)LCC in
Europe this summer. Operating over
600 routes with just over 100 aircraft
the carrier continues to launch many
new routes. We also look at Air
Europa’s network development in
Madrid and SmartWings in Prague.
Munich comes under the spotlight in
our big airport analysis, while we also
take a look at the smaller airports
serving Asturias, Hatay and Knock.
Top six countries account for 60% of capacity
The Europe-Japan market is examined
as ANA began a new route to Vienna
recently while we also look at traffic
trends in early 2019 in France and
Sweden. Plus a round-up of the 23 new
routes launched by 11 carriers during
the last fortnight and what it means for
the markets they serve.

Just six country markets currently account for almost 60% of
the airline’s annual scheduled seat capacity: three in Central
Europe (Hungary, Poland and Romania) and three in Western
Europe (Germany, Italy and the UK). Back in 2008 these six
markets were responsible for almost 80% of all the ULCC’s
seats, showing how the carrier has diversified over time.

This year Wizz Air will offer over five million departing seats
from Poland, the UK and Romania with the UK seeing the
fastest capacity growth of 26%. The German market will also
see growth of 26%. The three major Central European markets
Ralph Anker will see slower growth; Hungary at 13%, Romania at 12% and
ralph@anker-report.com Poland at 10%.
Current* FlightGlobal schedules data shows that Wizz Air will
be operating 615 routes in S19, 59 more than in S18. While 97
routes have been added between August 2018 and August
2019, 38 routes have been dropped.
Over 140 airports served in S19
This summer will see Wizz Air aircraft operating scheduled
flights from 142 airports, up from 138 in S18. Pescara (served
from Bucharest) and Agadir (served from Budapest, Vilnius and
Warsaw WAW until the end of March) have been dropped,
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Average weekly frequency of routes is still below four
Wizz Air’s focus has primarily been to serve markets not served
by other carriers and to operate at relatively low weekly
frequency. Of the airline’s 615 routes in August 2019 only eight
are served just weekly, but 245 are operated only 2-weekly and
a further 155 are flown 3-weekly. Just 95 routes are operated
with at least daily frequency, up from 78 in August 2018. As a
result the airline’s average weekly frequency of 3.84 flights per
week is slightly better than the 3.77 flights per week across its
556 routes in August 2018.
The routes with the highest weekly frequency in S19 are all
from London LTN; Budapest (30-weekly), Bucharest OTP (28weekly), Warsaw WAW (23-weekly), Cluj-Napoca, Gdansk and
Katowice (all 19-weekly). The highest frequency route not
involving the London airport is between Dortmund and
Katowice, which is flown 18-weekly.
Compared with last August the average number of seats per
flight has increased from 196 to 201 as the airline’s growth is
focussed more on the larger A321s rather than A320s, and the
average sector length has also increased from 1,451 kilometres
to 1,478. Of the 38 dropped routes for S19, those with the
highest frequency in S18 were two
relatively short domestic routes; continues on page 10
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Air Europa adding 11 new routes from Madrid in 2019; now serving
almost 60 routes from Spanish capital; strong focus on Latin America
Air Europa has been the second biggest carrier in Madrid
(after Grupo Iberia) since 2012, when it overtook
Ryanair. In the last six years the carrier, which has been a
member of the SkyTeam alliance since 2007, has grown
its passenger numbers in the Spanish capital by almost
70%. In 2018 it accounted for 8.7 million passengers in
Madrid, an increase of 11.6% over the previous year.
Over 70% of seats in and out of Madrid
According to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for
2018, around 72% of the airline’s seat capacity was on
flights to and from Madrid. Of the 28% of capacity that
does not touch Madrid, the leading airports are Palma
de Mallorca, Barcelona, Tenerife TFN and Paris CDG
(from where it serves Malaga and Valencia). The airline’s
only other international route that does feature Madrid
is Palma de Mallorca to Paris ORY.
In October 2017 Air Europa opened a base in Gran
Canaria to offer multiple-daily flights to Fuerteventura,
Lanzarote and Tenerife TFN, competing with Binter
Canarias and CanaryFly. These routes are flown with ATR
72s operated under the Air Europa Express brand.
Latin America dominates long-haul network
In terms of ASKs, 14 of the airline’s top 15 routes from
Madrid last August were long-haul destinations, with
Tenerife TFN the leading domestic/European route. Of
the 14 only two were in the US (Miami and New York
JFK) and none were in Asia.
The remaining 12 routes were all to Latin America,
covering destinations in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Colombia, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Mexico, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay. Several of these
markets are served with daily flights during the summer.
Major route expansion from Madrid in 2019
Last year saw the airline launch new non-stop routes
from Madrid to Düsseldorf (on 18 June), Quito in
Ecuador and Venice VCE (25 March). However, it
dropped routes to Almeria (only operated 21 times in
2017) and Boston (launched in 2017).
Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data indicates that Air
Europa is launching (or in some cases resuming) nonstop service from Madrid to 11 destinations in 2019.
These include domestic routes to Asturias and Seville,
Scandinavian routes to Copenhagen and Stockholm,
Mediterranean routes to Alghero and Athens, African
routes to Casablanca and Tunis, and long-haul routes to
Iguazu (in Argentina), Medellin (in Colombia) and
Panama City.
These new routes contribute significantly to the airline’s
14% increase in seat capacity at Madrid in S19, with the
number of flights set to grow by 18%. In total 57
destinations will be served non-stop from Madrid in S19
compared with 46 in S18.

Air Europa network developments from Madrid 2005-2019
Year

Non-stop destinations added

Non-stop destinations no longer served

2005

Beijing, Budapest, La Palma, Shanghai

Fez, London LGW, Menorca, Paris CDG

2006

Menorca, Rio de Janeiro, Vigo

Buenos Aires, Quito, Shanghai

2007

Buenos Aires

Beijing, Santiago de Compostela

2008

Menorca

2009

Lisbon, London LGW, Menorca, New York JFK, Venice VCE

2010

Asturias, Lima, Miami

2011

Amsterdam, Mexico City, Milan MXP

2012

Banjul, Bilbao, Brussels, Copenhagen, Geneva, Santa Cruz (9), Valencia

Asturias, Malabo, Marrakech, Venice VCE

2013

A Coruna, Asturias, Badajoz, Malaga, Montevideo, Sao Paulo GRU

Mexico City

2014

Alicante, Almeria, Frankfurt, Jeddah, Miami, Munich, Ouarzazate, Porto, San Juan

Banjul, Copenhagen, Geneva

2015

Asuncion, Tel Aviv, Copenhagen

Almeria, Asturias

2016

Almeria, Bogota, Guayaquil, Zurich

Badajoz, Jeddah, Ouarzazate

2017

Boston, San Pedra Sula

Dakar, Menorca

2018

Düsseldorf, Quito, Venice VCE

Almeria, Boston

2019

Alghero, Asturias, Athens, Casablanca, Copenhagen, Iguazu, Medellin, Panama City, Seville,
Stockholm ARN, Tunis

Budapest, Malaga, Milan MXP, Prague, Rio de Janeiro, Warsaw

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for January 2004 to December 2019.
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France: Passenger numbers were up 3% across France’s
main airports in January 2019 with four of the top 10
airports reporting growth of at least 8%. However, three
airports saw passenger numbers fall compared with
January 2018. Only Lufthansa reported double-digit
growth among the top 12 airlines in France.
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Sweden: The top five Swedish airports all saw demand
drop in January compared with a year earlier, while seat
capacity at the top five airlines increased, suggesting a
worrying fall in passenger load factors. Norwegian’s 12%
capacity increase was three times higher than the 4%
growth recorded by SAS.
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Gulf carriers: All three of the global Gulf carriers
increased capacity to Europe in February, with Qatar
Airways growing three times faster than its rivals. Four
of the top five European country markets recorded
double-digit growth, the exception being Germany
where capacity declined marginally.
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Munich welcomed Avianca, Laudamotion and Widerøe in 2018 but
has lost flybmi and Germania; LH Group generates 70% of seats
Known for being the home of BMW, hosting the summer
Olympics in 1972 and the legendary Oktoberfest beer
festival, Munich is also the capital of Bavaria in southern
Germany. The city’s current airport, located around 30
kilometres north-north-east of downtown, has two
runways and opened in May 1992, replacing the old
single-runway airport at Riem, which was only around 10
kilometres east of the city centre. The old control tower
is now part of the Riem convention and exhibition centre
built on the grounds of the old airport. A very small
section of the runway has also been preserved but is
only accessible on foot.
45 million passengers handled in 2018
Munich is Germany’s second busiest airport and handled
over 45 million passengers in 2018. Since 2005 domestic
traffic at the airport has been between nine and 10
million passengers per annum. International European
traffic has grown by 80% since 2005 while non-European
traffic has grown by almost 120%.
In recent years the airport’s busiest months have been
July and September with traffic around 50% higher in
those months than in January and February.
Lufthansa Group has almost 70% of capacity
The German flag-carrier accounted for almost 60% of
scheduled seat capacity at the airport, with low-cost
subsidiary Eurowings accounting for a further 5% and its
Italian subsidiary Air Dolomiti a further 2.5%. easyJet is
currently the biggest foreign carrier with just under 3%
of capacity, serving eight destinations, including five in
the UK.
Lufthansa alone served over 130 destinations from
Munich in 2018 with Eurowings offering non-stop service
on a further 40 routes. Air Dolomiti served seven
destinations in Italy and will add service to Graz, Milan
MXP and Pisa in 2019, all routes already (or previously)
served by Lufthansa. Lufthansa itself will add Alicante,
Biarritz, Rijeka, Rimini and Tivat to its European
destinations in S19, as well as Bangkok and Osaka KIX,
though Geneva service has been transferred to fellow
Lufthansa Group carrier SWISS.
For S19 Eurowings seat capacity at the airport remains
virtually unchanged. However, ASKs are down around
45% as the airline has dropped many of its long-haul
routes, notably Bangkok (picked up by Lufthansa), Fort
Myers, Las Vegas, Windhoek and several Caribbean
destinations. It also no longer serves Amsterdam or
London STN, though it will serve Berlin TXL with multiple
-daily flights from the beginning of May.
Seven new airlines in 2018
According to FlightGlobal schedules data, 88 airlines
offered at least 10 departures from Munich in 2018. New
carriers last year included Astra Airlines (seasonal flights
to Greece), Avianca (to Bogota), Cyprus Airways (to
Larnaka), Laudamotion (to Palma de Mallorca),
Montenegro Airlines (to Tivat), VLM (short-lived service
to Antwerp and Maribor) and Widerøe (to Bergen).
Apart from VLM, Munich also appears to have lost the
Astra Airlines and Cyprus Airways services for S19, while
the collapse of SkyWork Airlines during 2018 has
resulted in the loss of service to Bern.
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This year has also seen Munich lose seven routes served
by flybmi from the airport (Bristol, Brno, Lublin, Milan
BGY, Norrkoping, Rostock and Saarbrücken) after the
airline ceased operating last month, as well as the loss of
Germania’s network, which included seasonal flights to
destinations in Egypt, Greece and Turkey as well as
Beirut and Pristina. Nordica will also end service to
Tallinn at the end of March.
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On a positive note, BA CityFlyer recently launched flights
from London LCY, while American Airlines will begin
service from Charlotte (at the end of March, replacing its
Philadelphia service) and Dallas/Fort Worth (from early
June). September will see TAP Portugal commence daily
flights from Porto and Vueling start 5-weekly service
from Florence, though LATAM Airlines Brasil’s planned 4weekly service from Sao Paulo appears to be on hold.
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SmartWings takes four Russian routes from Czech Airlines; Antalya
replaces Tel Aviv as #1 route with Greece the leading country market
SmartWings was launched in May 2004 when the Czech
Republic joined the European Union (EU) and was thus
obliged to embrace liberalisation and deregulation for
flights within the EU. Owned by Travel Service (which
was formed in 1998 and is now also the majority
shareholder of the national carrier Czech Airlines),
SmartWings is positioned as an LCC and operates very
seasonally, with a wide portfolio of routes in the
summer, but relatively few routes in winter.
Operating from 60 airports in S19
While SmartWings has notable route networks from
Bratislava, Brno, Kosice and Ostrava, it is Prague that
dominates its route network. This summer, according to
FlightGlobal schedules data, SmartWings will operate
almost 6,500 flights from Prague. Its next busiest
airports are Antalya (1,128 flight), Brno (876), Bourgas
(820) and Heraklion (796).
Antalya has seen a massive 65% increase in flights since
last summer thanks to new 2-daily flights being launched
to the Turkish leisure resort from both Bratislava and
Kosice at the end of May. SmartWings already serves
Antalya from Brno, Prague and Ostrava.
During the last fortnight, SmartWings has added four
new Russian destinations to its network (Kazan, Rostovon-Don, Samara and St. Petersburg) as it took over these
Prague routes from Czech Airlines. Other new routes for
S19 from Prague are Murcia RMU (replacing Murcia
MJV) and Mytilene in Greece (a resumption).
Antalya replaces Tel Aviv as #1 route
In S18 the five leading SmartWings routes from Prague
were Tel Aviv, Heraklion, Antalya, Marsa Alam (in Egypt)
and Bourgas. For S19 the ranking has changed, with
Antalya taking over the top spot, Heraklion in second,
Bourgas up two places to third, Tel Aviv dropping from
first to fourth and Rhodes in Greece replacing Marsa
Alam in the top five.
There are five Greek airports (shown in blue) in the top
15 along with three Spanish airports (yellow), two in
Egypt (green) and two in Russia (red). The remaining
three airports are in Bulgaria (Bourgas), Israel (Tel Aviv)
and Turkey (Antalya).
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Six destinations dropped for S19
Almost 50 destinations are being served from Prague
this summer. Most are summer sun leisure destinations,
though there are also flights to London LGW, Naples,
Thessaloniki and Tirana. However, while there are
several new routes, schedules data indicates a number
of destinations have been dropped since last summer.
These are Alghero, Erbil, Girona, Ibiza, Kavala and
Podgorica.
While SmartWings plans to offer almost 300 departures
per week from Prague during August 2019, the LCC
operates just 37 departures per week during February.
The year-round routes are Fuerteventura, Gran Canaria,
Hurghada, London LGW, Malaga, Marsa Alam, Moscow
SVO, Tel Aviv and Tenerife TFS.
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Since launching in May 2004, SmartWings has served
some 80 destinations from Prague. In S11, Paris CDG and
Rome FCO were the airline’s top two routes for flights.
while Barcelona, another popular city-break destination
was also served. All three of these routes are now
among Czech Airlines’s leading routes for S19, with Paris
CDG first, Barcelona seventh and Rome 13th.
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Asturias welcomes Air Europa to provide competition to Madrid
Asturias is a region of north-west Spain with a population of
around one million people. Its capital is Oviedo, which gives
the local airport its three-letter code of OVD. Since 2005 the
airport has handled between one million and 1.6 million
passengers per annum, with 2007 being the airport’s busiest
year to date.
Domestic traffic dominates at the airport, with Madrid
(served by Iberia) accounting for almost 490,000 passengers
in 2018, followed by Barcelona (served by Vueling) with
273,000. Air Europa launched its own multiple-daily service
from Madrid on 1 March to give Iberia some competition. The
routes to Malaga and Palma de Mallorca handled between
80,000 and 85,000 passengers last year, while almost 50,000
passengers travelled on the Seville route.
The leading carriers for international scheduled routes in 2018
were Vueling (to London LGW and Paris CDG), easyJet (to
London STN), TAP Portugal (to Lisbon), Iberia Express (to
London LHR) and Volotea (to Munich and Venice VCE). The UK
is the leading international market with just over 100,000
passengers in 2018.
However, the easyJet, Iberia Express and TAP Portugal routes,
as well as Vueling’s Paris CDG route, all ceased at the end of
S18 and none of them appear to have returned for S19. That
just leaves the two seasonal Volotea routes and Vueling’s
Gatwick service as the remaining international routes from
Asturias in S19.

Hatay has strong links to Istanbul but has lost Qatar route to Doha
The Hatay region of southern Turkey borders both the
Mediterranean and Syria. The airport serving the region,
which only opened in late 2007, lies less than 100 kilometres
west of Aleppo in Syria. Passenger numbers have grown
steadily in recent years, reaching one million for the first time
in 2014.
For the last four years annual growth has been between 3%
and 7% per annum, with just over 1.3 million passengers
passing through the airport in 2018. Monthly traffic varies
from just under 100,000 passengers per month in February
and December, to a peak of just under 130,000 passengers in
August.
Domestic traffic in recent years has accounted for between
75% and 80% of all traffic. Turkish Airlines serves both
Istanbul IST (up to 4-daily) and Istanbul SAW (9-weekly), with
Pegasus competing on the latter route (23-weekly). Turkish
Airlines also serves Ankara with daily flights, while Pegasus
serves Ercan in Turkish-controlled north Cyprus (also daily).
Pegasus also serves Izmir with 4-weekly flights.
Saudi Arabian carrier flynas offers non-stop service to both
Jeddah (3-weekly) and Riyadh (4-weekly). These routes were
launched in March 2011.
Last April saw Qatar Airways launch 3-weekly service from
Doha using A320s. The route operated until the end of
October but does not appear to be resuming in S19.

Knock gets new Ryanair route to Cologne Bonn starting in June
Ireland West Airport is located some 20 kilometres from
Knock in north-west Ireland. Passenger numbers trebled from
around 200,000 passengers in 2002 to just over 600,000 in
2006. However, it took until 2014 to pass the 700,000 mark.
Last year the airport handled a record 772,000 passengers
and reported growth of 3%.
Three airlines currently provide scheduled services at the
airport. Aer Lingus operates to London LGW, while Flybe
offers non-stop service from Birmingham, Edinburgh and
Manchester.
Ryanair is the dominant carrier at the airport accounting for
around three-quarters of seat capacity and offering flights to
12 destinations. Five of these are in the UK (Bristol, East
Midlands, Liverpool, London LTN and London STN) and a
further five are in Spain (Alicante, Girona, Lanzarote, Malaga
and Tenerife TFS). The other two routes are to Faro in
Portugal and Milan BGY. No routes were added (or dropped)
in 2018.
One new route has been revealed so far for 2019. On 1 June
Ryanair will begin its first German route from the airport
when it begins 2-weekly flights to Cologne Bonn. This route
was previously offered by germanwings in S14, with Lufthansa
providing seasonal flights from Düsseldorf in both S12 and
S13. Back in 2012, before the airline folded, bmibaby served
Knock from both Birmingham and Manchester.
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Europe to Japan market growing again with capacity up 9% in 2018
and 10% in 2019; ANA is leading airline, Helsinki has most routes
In 2018 scheduled non-stop seat capacity between
Europe and Japan increased for the first time in four
years. While capacity grew by 9.3% to 3.34 million oneway seats, this is roughly the same capacity as was seen
in the market between 2009 and 2011. Last year’s
improvement is still some 10% below the peak of 3.72
million seats recorded by FlightGlobal schedules data in
2014.
European carriers drop routes
Between 2014 and 2017 a number of Japanese services
were dropped by airlines. Virgin Atlantic ceased its Tokyo
flights from London LHR at the end of January 2015
while Alitalia dropped its Rome FCO route to Osaka KIX
at the end of March 2015. Also in late 2015, Turkish
Airlines reduced frequency on its Istanbul IST route to
Tokyo NHD from 2-daily to daily.
At the end of December 2015, KLM dropped its route
from Amsterdam to Fukuoka, which it had launched in
April 2013. At the time there were no other non-stop
services from Europe to the Japanese city.
Austrian Airlines dropped its service to Tokyo NRT from
Vienna in August 2016, but resumed the service in May
2018. At the end of January 2017 Turkish Airlines
suspended its daily, non-stop service from Istanbul to
Osaka KIX.
On a positive note, All Nippon Airways (ANA) began
serving Brussels from Tokyo NRT in October 2015, while
LOT Polish Airlines launched service from Warsaw to
Narita in January 2016. In May 2016, Finnair put Fukuoka
back on the European map, with the introduction of 3weekly, summer-only service from Helsinki. Finally, in
October 2016, Iberia began a 3-weekly operation from
Madrid to Narita.
ANA is leading airline with six routes in 2018
Japan’s two major international airlines, ANA and Japan
Airlines rank first and third in 2018 for seat capacity
between Europe and Japan. Between them they account
for around 30% of all scheduled seat capacity in the
market.
Star Alliance member ANA operates six routes to Europe,
four from Haneda (to Frankfurt, London LHR, Munich
and Paris CDG) and two from Narita (to Brussels and
Düsseldorf). The Frankfurt route operates 2-daily, all the
others daily. Japan Airlines, a member of the oneworld
alliance, serves London LHR (2-daily) and Paris CDG
(daily) from Haneda, as well as Frankfurt, Helsinki and
Moscow DME from Narita. Its service from Narita to
Paris CDG was dropped at the end of October 2017.
Over 80% of capacity is on Tokyo routes
Around 2.75 million one-way seats are allocated on
routes from Europe to Tokyo, split between Narita (1.57
million) and Haneda (1.17 million). Then comes Osaka
KIX (428,000 seats) served by Air France from Paris CDG,
Finnair from Helsinki, KLM from Amsterdam and
Lufthansa from Frankfurt; Nagoya (152,000 seats) served
by Finnair from Helsinki and Lufthansa from Frankfurt,
and Fukuoka (20,000 seats) served by Finnair.
A total of 18 European airports had direct air services to
Japan in 2018, with Vienna rejoining the list after
Austrian’s decision to resume service to Tokyo in May
2018. Frankfurt and Paris lead the way for total seat
capacity, well ahead of Helsinki and London LHR.
However, while Paris only serves two cities (Tokyo and
Osaka) and Frankfurt three (Nagoya, Osaka and Tokyo),
Helsinki has non-stop flights to four Japanese cities;
Fukuoka, Nagoya, Osaka and Tokyo.
Capacity up 10% in 2019; Sapporo back on map
ANA recently launched service to Vienna from Tokyo
HND (see page 8) while British Airways will resume
service to Osaka KIX, after a 20-year gap, at the start of
S19. It will offer 4-weekly service from Heathrow using
787-8s. At the same time, Lufthansa is transferring its
Osaka service from Frankfurt to Munich, flying A350900s. As a result, Frankfurt will drop to third place for
capacity to Japan in 2019 behind Paris CDG and Helsinki.
Finally, in mid-December, Finnair is beginning a 2-weekly
service to Sapporo. The last carrier to connect Europe
and Sapporo was KLM, which offered 3-weekly flights
from Amsterdam until January 2002.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Air Europa launched a new domestic service on 1 March
from its Madrid base to Asturias in northern Spain. The
380-kilometre route will be operated 4-daily by the
airline using ATR 72s flown by Swiftair. Iberia already
serves the route 31-weekly using primarily 168-seat
A320s and 200-seat A321s. As a result, although Air
Europa will be increasing the number of flights on the
route by 90%, seat capacity will only be increased by
35%. Between December 2017 and September 2018,
Iberia Express also operated 4-weekly service using 176seat A320s. Without Iberia Express on the route, the
actual weekly seat increase versus March 2018 is then
only a modest 19%. Air Europa already serves Asturias
from several airports in the Canary Islands as well as
Palma de Mallorca. According to FlightGlobal schedules
data Air Europa now serves 12 domestic routes from
Madrid with at least 2-daily flights.
All Nippon Airways (ANA) on 17 February began daily
flights between Tokyo HND and Vienna. The Star
Alliance member will use 787-9s on the 9,200-kilometre
route. Fellow Star Alliance carrier Austrian Airlines
connected Vienna with Tokyo NRT until early September
2016, before resuming service on a seasonal basis on 15
May 2018. The Austrian flag-carrier will resume flights at
the end of March providing ANA with indirect
competition on the route. This summer ANA will also be
offering non-stop daily service from Frankfurt, London
LHR, Munich and Paris CDG to Tokyo HND, as well as
daily flights from Brussels and Düsseldorf to Tokyo NRT.
For more on the Europe-Japan market see page 8 of this
issue.
British Airways CityFlyer has made Munich its newest
destination from London LCY with the launch of 18weekly flights on 17 February. The airline’s Embraer
E190s will fly the 920-kilometre route. The two airports
were previously connected by Lufthansa between
October 2006 and October 2012 with flights operated by
Augsburg Airways using its Q400s. BA CityFlyer already
serves Berlin TXL, Düsseldorf (competing with Flybe)
and Frankfurt (competing with Lufthansa) from London
LCY and has also operated flights to Bremen and
Hamburg in the past. This summer the UK flag-carrier is
increasing flights at London City to all destinations by 5%
and seats by 7%. Apart from Munich, there are new
routes to Rome FCO (launched last November) and Split
(starting on 21 June) as well as Milan LIN flights diverting

to Milan MXP for a period during the summer while the
Italian airport undergoes a major runway upgrade.
British Airways also serves Munich from Heathrow with
51-weekly flights this winter. This reduces to between 43
and 46-weekly flights during the summer season before
increasing again in W19/20.
Danish Air Transport has quickly picked up the route
between Aberdeen and Esbjerg, which was previously
flown by flybmi. It will serve the 690-kilometre route 4weekly (Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays)
using its 46-seat ATR 42s. They will also soon face
competition from Loganair, which begins 5-weekly
service using ERJ-145s on 4 March. This will almost
double capacity on the route compared with when
flybmi was operating the route on its own. History
suggests that it is unlikely that both of the new entrants
will still be operating the route at these frequencies in 12
months’ time.

Hainan Airlines has increased its presence in Dublin with
the launch of non-stop flights to Shenzhen on Monday
25 February. The 2-weekly (Mondays and Fridays)
service will be flown using the airline’s 787-9s. The first
flight arrived in Dublin over an hour early according to
FlightRadar24.com. The Chinese carrier already serves
Beijing from the Irish capital, a route it launched on 12
June 2018. Between July 2018 and July 2019 Hainan
Airlines will have launched six new routes between
Europe and China. Apart from this Dublin route, ZurichShenzhen was launched on 27 August 2018, ViennaShenzhen on 20 October, Paris CDG to Chongqing and
Shenzhen (both in mid-December) and Oslo to Beijing,
which is set to begin on 15 May.
Laudamotion began base operations from Stuttgart on
27 February. Six new routes were launched as well as
resuming service to Palma de Mallorca. The six new
routes are Bologna, Budapest, Copenhagen, Milan BGY,
Naples and Venice TSF. Initially, the routes will be flown
between 2-weekly and 6-weekly. All routes, with the
exception of Budapest, will see frequency increases from
the start of S19 at the end of March. Eurowings already
serves Budapest and Naples while SAS offers 19-weekly
service to Copenhagen. easyJet and Eurowings offer
indirect competition on the routes to Milan and Venice,
as they both serve Milan MXP and Venice VCE.
Laudamotion is set to launch a further 11 routes from
Stuttgart at the start of the summer season. Across the
whole of S19 the carrier will account for an estimated 8%
of seat capacity at the German airport.

Loganair has come to the rescue of passengers wanting
to travel between London STN and City of Derry, a route
served by flybmi until it ceased operation recently. The
Scottish carrier began 13-weekly service between the
two airports on Wednesday 27 February. The 605kilometre route has Public Service Obligation (PSO)
status and will be flown using ERJ-145s. Loganair already
flies 5-weekly from Glasgow to City of Derry and has
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Latest European route news
announced a new route from Manchester to City of
Derry starting in May.
LOT Polish Airlines launched two new international
routes, neither from its main Warsaw WAW base. On 18
February the Star Alliance carrier began 12-weekly
service from Budapest to London LCY using its E190s.
The 1,470-kilometre route faces no direct competition.
The Polish flag-carrier already serves London City 12weekly from Warsaw WAW and will begin 12-weekly
service from Vilnius on 1 May. The airline’s second new
route was a 2-weekly service between Krakow and Tel
Aviv, which began on 25 February using 737-800s. It
becomes the airline’s fourth international routes from
Krakow, joining Bucharest, Budapest and Chicago. LOT
will now serve Tel Aviv with 21-weekly flights this
summer, spread across six Polish airports. Non-stop
service from Poznan to Tel Aviv, which operated in S18,
is not available in S19.
SmartWings recently took over four Russian routes
previously flown by Czech Airlines. Flights from Prague
to Kazan, Rostov-on-Don, Samara and St. Petersburg
will now be operated by the LCC owned by Travel
Service, which is also the majority shareholder in the
national airline. SmartWings will serve the first three of
these 2-weekly, with flights departing the Czech capital
at around 22:00 and returning early the following
morning. The St. Petersburg service will initially be 4weekly, increasing to daily in April. Of the four
destinations, only St. Petersburg is served by another
airline, with Aeroflot offering a daily service. According
to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data, SmartWings is
growing its seat capacity at Prague by around 5% in S19
compared with S18. For more information on the airline
see page 5 of this issue.
TUI Airways has added Marrakech to its Bristol network
with the introduction on Tuesday 26 February of weekly
flights using 737-800s. The 2,240-kilometre route is not
served by any other carrier. This is also the airline’s first
route to Morocco from Bristol. It already serves
Marrakech from Birmingham, London LGW and
Manchester. This summer TUI Airways will serve 36
destinations from Bristol according to FlightGlobal
schedules data with Marrakech and Thessaloniki
(starting 2 May, last served in S16) the only two new
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routes not served in S18. They appear to be replacing
Enfidha in Tunisia and Punta Cana in the Dominican
Republic which are not being offered in S19.
Wizz Air now serves Bremen in Germany for the first
time. On 1 March the ULCC began 2-weekly flights
(Mondays and Fridays) from its base in Kiev IEV. Two
additional routes to Bremen, from Gdansk (starting 2
April) and Skopje (starting 20 March) will provide further
new routes for the German airport. Also during the last
fortnight, Wizz Air has added two more routes from its
Vienna base, this time to Reykjavik KEF (3-weekly from
16 February) and Milan MXP (daily from 22 February).
Austrian Airlines also serves the Icelandic capital, but
only during the summer season. The Milan route is also
served by Austrian Airlines, which offers 6-daily flights
on weekdays for most of the summer (except August)
plus 2- to 4-daily flights at weekends. easyJet launched a
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daily service last summer between Vienna and Milan
MXP on 31 May 2018, but only served the market until
the end of October and has not renewed the service in
2019.
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continued from page 1 Bucharest to Cluj-Napoca
(310 kilometres) and Sofia to
Varna (365 kilometres). Other routes no longer served
this summer that operated with at least 4-weekly flights
last summer are: Bucharest to Athens (launched in
March 2018), Budapest to Bucharest (September 2016),
Poznan to Dortmund (March 2018 though also
previously served between October 2007 and April
2013), Sofia to Athens (March 2018) and Rome FCO
(November 2007), and Warsaw WAW to Vilnius
(September 2017).
London Luton is Wizz Air’s busiest airport
For many years it was something of an anomaly that
Wizz Air’s busiest airport, London LTN, was not actually a
Wizz Air base. That changed in June 2017 when the UK
airport finally became a designated base. In addition,
Wizz Air set up its own AOC in the UK, to deal with the
potential consequences of Brexit.
This winter Wizz Air is serving 51 routes from Luton and
in terms of scheduled seats (though not flights) is now
bigger than easyJet at the airport. Its share of seats has
increased at the airport from 37% in W17/18 to 42% in
W18/19.
With 453 weekly departures currently planned in August
2019, Luton is 50% bigger than the airline’s next busiest
airport, Budapest. After London, the airline’s next six
biggest airports are all in Central Europe with its new
base in Vienna being the next biggest airport in Western
Europe, followed by Dortmund. Three of the airline’s top
15 airports are growing by 20% or more (shown in green)
in August 2019, while two of the leading airports,
Katowice and Sofia, are showing a drop in flights (shown
in red).
Looking further down the rankings, other airports to see
a year-on-year reduction in Wizz Air flights include
Vilnius (-25%), Athens (-31%) and Poznan (-50%). Other
airports with a significant increase in Wizz Air flights for
S19 include Larnaka (+33%), Memmingen (+22%),
Doncaster Sheffield (+48%) and Chisinau (+72%).
Poland-UK is still #1 country-pair
Analysis of Wizz Air’s leading country-pairs in the third
quarter of 2019 (the peak travel season) confirms that
the Poland-UK market is still the busiest for Wizz Air,
with Romania-UK having now overtaken Romania-Italy
as the second biggest market.
The Romania-UK market is also the fastest-growing
among the leading country-pairs with capacity up 36%
compared with 2018 Q3. Almost half of this growth can
be attributed to six new routes: Bucharest to Liverpool
(launched 30 October 2018); Cluj-Napoca to Birmingham
(16 December 2018), Liverpool (29 October 2018) and
London LGW (starting 31 March 2019); Iasi to Liverpool
(29 October 2018); and Timisoara to Doncaster Sheffield
(starting 2 September 2019).
With the UK involved in the airline’s two biggest countrypairs the consequences of Brexit will be of particular
concern to the airline. Recently published figures by the
UK Office for National Statistics (ONS) shows that net
migration to the UK from the EU8 (which is eight Central
European countries including Poland but not for some
reason Romania) is now falling for the first time in a
decade. However, Wizz Air’s double-digit capacity
growth in both markets suggest little concern for now.
The top six country-pairs all involve either Poland
(shown in red) or Romania (shown in blue), while Poland
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features in six of the top 15 country-pairs. The UK and
Germany both also feature four times in the top 15. The
leading country-pair not involving a Western European
country is Poland-Ukraine which ranks 14th.
Vienna tops new route rankings
Analysis of the 97 new routes operating in August 2019
that did not operate in August 2018* shows that Vienna,
with 20, has gained the most new routes. The Austrian
capital is followed by Debrecen, Krakow and London LTN
each with eight new routes. Although the new base in
Krakow will be serving 12 routes by the end of 2019, four
of these do not start until mid-September. In all, over 70
airports will have welcomed at least one new Wizz Air
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route between August 2018 and August 2019.
In terms of weekly frequencies, the airports with the
most additional weekly flights generated by new routes
alone in August 2019 are Vienna (87 weekly departures),
London LTN (42), Krakow (32), Dortmund (22) and ClujNapoca (16). At present Wizz Air has already announced
11 new routes which will launch in the first three weeks
of September 2019.
*Based on analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data as of 1
March 2019. Does not include 11 routes announced by
Wizz Air since 31 January, including six new routes from
Kutaisi, two from Kiev IEV, and one each from Budapest,
Gdansk and Katowice.
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